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Alternative title 1: Exploring the hidden potential of
what residents can do to adapt their home and
surroundings to climate change;
Or: Increasing the adaptive capacity in society by www.archiservice.nl
exploring what residents can do (more);
=>any examples that come to mind?
www.duurzaamthuis.nl
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Residents are key actors for realising climate change
adaptation in and around the home, because…
…they are often the ones with an action
perspective (taking measures);
…their initiative or consent is often necessary
(e.g. as home owners/renters);
…in other domains of environmental governance
they have proven to be both driving forces and key
factors in the non-realisation of actions;
=>residents can be involved for substantive,
instrumental and normative reasons.
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Knowledge gap: fragmented and to some extent limited
discussion of residents’ roles in climate change adaptation
literature
-

Acknowledgement that residents can realise
public adaptation goods (Tompkins and Eakin
2011);
- But no explicit overview of all potential roles;
- Apparent focus on roles of residents as citizens
vis-à-vis governments.
=>Need to explore the unexploited potential for
three forms of commitment of residents (citizen,
consumer, member of civil society).
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Method: review of literature on climate adaptation in urban
areas & illustration with examples from The Netherlands
-

-

Distinction between three forms of
commitment of residents: citizen vis-à-vis
governments; consumer on the market;
member of civil society;
Mapping the default option and the unexploited
potential for each form of commitment.

=>focus on instrumental perspective (getting
adaptation measures in and around the home
realised)
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Resident as citizen: potential to promote risk awareness,
provide action perspectives and optimise processes of
participatory governance
-

-

As opposed to default option: governments as
primary actors delegating responsibilities to
residents (who may protest or remain
inactive);
Need for nuanced overview: limitations both to
mobilising residents and to fruitful citizen
participation (Few et al. 2007).
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Resident as consumer: potential to go beyond (financial)
incentives for stimulating residents to take action
-

www.duurzaamthuis.nl

As opposed to default option: resident as homo
economicus (e.g. insurance schemes)
Need to look for win-win situations between
adaptation options and consumers’ lifestyle
choices (e.g. social distinction; mainstreaming
of adaptation in ‘normal’ consumer practices)
www.archiservice.nl
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Resident as member of civil society: potential for more explicit
and pro-active focus on climate change adaptation
-

-

As opposed to default option: focus on limited
NGO involvement, mainly in cases of disaster
management;
E.g. eco-villages initiated by residents);
community level flood preparedness
(Flutschutzgemeinschaften in Hamburg; local
crisis teams; voluntary fire fighters)
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Summary & conclusion
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Conclusion: unexploited potential for engaging residents in
climate change adaptation, especially in roles as consumers
on the market and members of civil society
-

-

-

Strengths of some forms of commitment may
compensate for the weaknesses of other forms
of commitment;
To some extent mainstreaming of adaptation
into ‘normal’ practices of residents may be
possible;
Complementary to large-scale structural
measures
- Probability reduction: for governments?
- Consequence reduction: for private actors,
including residents?
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For further research
-

-

Analysing actual experiences with various
residents roles; perspectives of residents and
institutional actors & their effectiveness;
Normative questions: for what can/should
residents be responsible?

ANY EXAMPLES FROM OTHER
COUNTRIES/DOMAINS?
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Thanks for your attention! D.L.T.Hegger@uu.nl
•
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